2011 bmw 328i review

The 3 Series lineup has a model variant that will suit just about any driver's taste. It doesn't
matter if you choose a base i coupe or the amazing M3 sport sedan; you will likely be rewarded
every time you drive a 3 Series. The 3 Series lineup comes in coupe, sedan, wagon and
convertible forms, and is offered with naturally aspirated, turbocharged and diesel versions of
BMW's 3. Arguably one of, if not the best all-around sports car on the market, the
top-of-the-range M3 is pure driving bliss. You become one with the machine, sinking into the
soft, supportive sport seats that hold you firmly in place when attacking a mountain road or a
race track. With a simple push of the M button you can go from a perfectly comfortable cruiser
to an all out performance monster. Bodystyles: Coupe, sedan, wagon, convertibleEngines: 3.
The i gets the new inline-6 equipped with a single twin-scroll turbocharger, BMW's Valvetronic
throttle-less intake technology, High Precision direct fuel injection, and all-aluminum
construction. Also for , the 3-Series coupes will be available with BMW's advanced xDrive
all-wheel drive and traction system. BMW has further developed its iDrive nav and
entertainment system with new graphics and controls. The new design of the taillights is unique
to the 3 Series Coupe and Convertible. The rear light cluster features two-piece L-shapes and a
new color scheme. A new, broader hood and wider kidney grille have also been added. There
are no dramatic changes to the interior of the 3 Series, which features a variety of wood and
aluminum trim packages are available at no cost, as well as leatherette or Dakota leather for
your upholstery options available in a variety of colors. Through years of refinement, the new
I-6, both in naturally aspirated and turbo forms, is more responsive, more fuel efficient and
cleaner-running than ever before. The non-turbo 3. The 3 Series' two-stage adaptive brake lights
increase in intensity during a full ABS stop. Driver and passenger front airbags are standard,
along with frontal side impact and front and rear head curtain bags. Traction and Stability
Control are standard. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Amazing performance Wide variety of models
Decent interior space. All Model Years Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Drive belt was also worn". Car wouldn't start. Replaced by dealer. Issues were
said to be sensor or software related". Seems as this car gets older it has more and more
problems and they are all very expensive to fix. When Working the car is amazing and fun to
drive. Guessing it died due to a low battery and extended crank at low voltage". Now there is a
new problem with either the fuel pump or the computer monitor for the fuel pump. The repair
shop says the notification has to do with the diesel urea exhaust fluid tank level indicator.
Mechanic says it's a very expensive repair and he's looking for ways to address the problem
economically". When the ignition coil fails on a cylinder, it feels like the engine is missing miss
firing. So far I've had to replace three coils over a period of 6 weeks and may have to replace
more as they fail. Had to tow the car to the dealer for fixing as it was part of a recall by BMW".
Took about 2 months for the parts to come in". I had it towed to dealer. Engine ground strap
was rusted and broken. THIS was also 3 weeks in getting resolved - dealership adjusted the
billing hours". Replaced gasket. I did not know at the time that the oil cap is also replaced when
the oil is changed, however, a non-OEM cap was used. After time the cap cracked and leaked
onto the main engine belt which eventually caused the feeling of slipping or lurching. When I
finally brought it in, my mechanic told me that the belt was fraying and that I would have
suffered engine damage if the belt broke. Valve cover gasket failed, also expensive repair. I only
lose about a quart every few months. This was an expensive replacement, but "routine". At 77,
miles, it would seem this non-moving part should not fail. Starts leaking at about 70K miles. It
also happened on my other BMW which we got rid of. Again - 's american car problems. The
other BMW got rid of also had leaky oil pan. I've since learned that this is a common flaw in
most all BMWs by the time they hit 65 - 75, miles and it's caused by aluminum bolts that are
standard. The time, and therefore the cost, to repair them is very high and I don't think there's
any excuse in cars priced as BMWs are to have this ongoing, well-known problem in model after
model. I was spooked after the turbo manifold blew off and decided to sell it. I did not know that
BMWs were well-known leakers until fixing this leak. I also drove it on two mile trips with the
leak and was told that it was quite dangerous. Gasket replaced. According to the independent
repair shop this is typical for BMWs with this mileage. Mine didn't do that and I only drove it

home and back to the dealership when I could afford the repair. Both times it was replaced by a
BMW dealer. Both were leaking considerably". Intake manifold was cleaned via walnut shell
blasting". Dealer kept car for more than 2 weeks. All fixed under warranty. Free loaner car
provided". Took three visits to dealer to ID problem". They require longer extended highway
miles. This causes clogged SRC, Fuel injector issues, and out of line repair expenses. That said,
the caris a joy to drive, I'm dissatisfied with the Diesel engine. But it was a small leak so reset
computer and tried again - passed. It quits working replaced under extended warranty , then
works, then quits working. It plugs up and does not allow the addition of the DEF. BMW repaired
due to being a recalled system. Sensors, carbon. Build up, urea injection". Same thing for six
years. Have never had this problem with any other car". Dealer replaced fuel pump but engine
was misfiring. Replaced all six injectors. Hard for mechanics to diagnose and parts were very
expensive. BMW finally extended the warranty on the injectors and refunded the cost of
replacing them". Covered under an extended warranty on the injectors". Dealer found fault in
fuel pump and replaced pump. Gas station insurance company is paying for it Replaced under
warranty". Failed 3 times in traffic. It had to be replaced. The failure prevented vehicle from
accelerating and resulted in poor performance, sluggish acceleration and engine fault warning
light. A few years back a sensor built into the fuel tank required the replacement of the whole
tank. Last year the car failed four consecutive smog tests, required many hours of my time,
great frustration, and finally after multiple trips and complaints to the dealership service
department did someone care enough to take ownership of the problem and keep the car until it
was resolved. This included the failure of multiple different emissions devices and sensors.
They had the car for about three weeks, and fortunately gave me a loaner car for the duration. I
love the performance and handling and features of the car, but would not buy it again due to
poor reliability. It came with the o2 sensor which may have been bad as well". Only way to fix it
was to replace entire DEF container because it was engineered as one unit. Seriously, why
would any car builder do that!? That's like a home builder making the refrigerator an integral
part of the floor. Dealer replaced both under Certified Pre-Owned Warranty". In hind sight I
shouldn't have purchased this vehilce. To expensive to maintain proper maintence of this Car".
This has been the history for six years now. I have been told that this sensor is "overly
sensitive"". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. BMW knows this and will not install alternators
with sufficient output". Given the age of the battery, this is to be expected. One failed making
the car run rough but it was driveable. BMW recommended replacing all the coils and spark
plugs, but we declined to replace them. Two weeks later another coil failed and we ended up
replacing the rest of the coils and all spark plugs at that time". BMW repaired, said cylinder coil
was bad". One coil replaced under warrantee, corrected the issue". One coil bad but had all
replaced". Apparently a manufacturing defect with original coils COP - coil-over-plug.
Dealership dishonest". Recommended to replace all six at same time". By changing the design
they were fixing an engineering defect that should have been fixed via recall". The dealership
would do nothing to help me for a,reduced fee. It cost me several hundred dollars to have my
mechanic make the repair". CarMax failed to diagnose this correctly, charged me for fixing
it--but it wasn't fixed. BMW dealer service correctly diagnosed problem, charged an amazing
amount of money to fix it. Also replaced plugs. Replaced and repair success. Works fine now".
Discontinued trip, was able to return to Phoenix. Dealer determined cause to be improper
installation of fuel injector or ignition coil, due to dirt. Dealer replaced ignition coils under
extended warranty". Was told it could lead to engine quitting while underway". I have replaced
the spark plugs, and the coil packs in this engine attempting to solve a misfire. The purchase of
this vehicle has required hours of online research, followed by hours of under the hood time".
This took several days to repair, since the insurance company insisted on after market parts
that had to be shipped into the dealership. It wouldn't accelerate as usual. Took to dealer and
had all coil wires replaced as three were bad so why not replace all. Thought it was a little early
for my wires to have failed". Dealer replaced all plugs and coils under extended warranty.
Seemed to fix problem". All coils and plugs were replaced under warranty by a BMW dealer".
Took it into dealer, diagnosed it a compressor failure. Diapointed consumer reports recommend
this model and advised me to not buy the extended warranty. Only the second time a
recommended item had problems. So CR will still be my go to choice when making major
purchases. My cost to repair was aprox. It was covered by a recall and repair. Still waiting for
recall repairs. Recently there has been a notice go out that there is a recall on the blower
motors. But that involves taking it to the BMW dealer. There are two open recalls on this car The
climate system was cycling erratically, randomly giving out hot and warm air. We took it in to
the dealer and they found that a circuit board was melted, wires were melted and the fan motor

was on it's way out as well. They did a full repair. Fortunately, we were able to obtain a refund
for the work - however, they have acknowledged that the fix they did does not actually fix the
issue and at this time, BMW does not have a fix for this recall. We were told that it is a potential
fire hazard and to keep tabs on it. That is unacceptable. It was very small but wouldn't hold
refrigerant. The condenser is not really protected well behind the grill". Under warranty it was
no charge". It does not cool the car down. The cost was around A slow refrigerant leak
developed. Dealership is unable to reproduce and fix". After repair, cooling system worked but
still no heating". Leak was discovered during routine service and issue resolved. Thank
goodness it was covered by the new car warranty! I took the car into the dealership and they
repaired it under warranty". The repair shop did not see any major leaks but said there must
have been some sort of leak, otherwise it would have not been hot air coming out". Seals in
door drainage broken. Repaired twice in less than 1 year". My wife had to go back to BMW twice
for them to find it. They covered it under warranty". NOT a well made car. This was after the
plastic ends of the aluminum radiator failed and had to be replaced. Flooded front passenger
seat after parked for a week". The interior smells musty as a result. This issue was not covered
by my BMW purchased extended warranty. I live in Seattle area so there's plenty of opportunity
for rain to seep into the interior. I drive about miles per year. Car parked outside". BUT, when
the top is retracted, there is NO rattle, thus leading me to think the issue is in the top. The sound
this car makes when it hits a small uneven patch of road is terrifying. I suspect it is the low
profile run flat tires, All in all this is a terrible car". BMW dealer has tried to fix multiple times
and finally gave up, saying "This car has a stiff frame and just does that. Will not buy another
BMW". In the first year everything started to loosen up and rattle. Dealer said it was normal. Not
for the price we payed". Took a while to find problem, but now OK". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Unheard off! Second time water pump
had to be replaced". The car has to be turned off and on several times to get it stopped. Dealer
can't seem to resolve the problem despite three attempts over two years". This is quite common
apparently in the 3 Series. The thermostat also had to be replaced. Expensive repair; though not
as much as the gasket replacements. Also after this was fixed, had a antifreeze leak external to
the engine. Turned off car and then let cool. Turned on engine and was able to continue to
garage". I got the car to the side of the road where it stopped operating altogether. Had the
water pump replaced, it worked for a day and then died. Not sure if this was the fault of the
pump or the installation. They said it was the pump. Once the vehicle overheats, the computer
puts it into limp mode where the vehicle can barely move except slowly roll. This mode is to
prevent engine damage. I took a 2 hour drive from home highway , and the water pump failed. I
was stranded and due to the vehicle being un-drivable, it had to be towed home. CR did not
indicate this was a problem when I researched the vehicle. We made it back home after one
more shut down and had it towed to the dealer. We did have certified but would have been in big
trouble on". Dealer replaced water pump under warranty. No further problems". Engine went
into "limp home" mode and didn't cause additional damage. Left me and my baby girl stranded
on the side of the freeway on a long trip". This resulted in the car being towed to the dealership,
and diagnosed and repaired". The repair was very expensive and difficult to find a garage
willing to to the work. Most said it was an extremely difficult part to replace. The same belt
drives the alternator so that the car's electrical system failed and the car lost all power. Car
towed. Car was 5 years and 1 month in service at time of failure. When my car had 60, miles the
water pump failed. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Many return visits due to service engine light from
this problem". All covered under warranty, but too way too long to fix". Oil was dripping and
then the burnt oil smell going into the cabin. Almost suffocated. When taken apart, 2 of the four
gear bolts were loose and one was missing into the engine. Missing bolt meant that the gear
had to be replaced. Car was in the shop for a full 7 days". BMW had to replace several
expensive parts over several days to get it fixed". BMW did not issue a recall for this but I found
an old service bulletin on line and when I asked the dealer about it they agreed to fix it under
warranty. This contaminated the oil system and destroyed turbocharger and intercooler. I
purchased an Alpha aftermarket warranty and they replaced the engine with a used short block
after months of negotiation. The 2nd engine experienced a rod bearing failure within miles and
the engine had to be replaced again, taking over 3 months of negotiation and finding another
used engine. Due to the car sitting and several swaps,". Car never went more than 16, km
between oil changes, was carefully driven I was astonished that engine would fail so soon.
Independent mechanics have since told me that N55 engines suffer a lot of connecting rod
bearing failures, but not usually at such low mileage". I was told the engines run at such high
temps that the gaskets failure earlier. It's an expensive repair". At first, BMW replaced a filter but
that didn't stop the leak. They discovered a broken head gasket. I won't buy another BMW

again". Not cheap". It was ruined and so was the head gasket. I had another 3 series that we got
rid of - same prob at exactly same mileage. Apparently 70K is common for this car. Completely
unacceptable - these are problems that we used to have on 's american cars. I hear the oil pans
also have a tendency to leak. A definitive reason could not be established. Assumed it was due
to a poor quality air filter at last oil change I went to a large franchise for last scheduled oil
change but no way to prove what the issue really was. It ended up leaking again and caused the
car to be undriveable. We had to return the car for them to repair it properly. Car was losing
power dramatically. Repair done under warranty". BMW fixed it free of charge". The result was a
loss of power. The repair was covered by warranty". Replaced the charge pipe and problem was
fixed. Age of plastic part caused the failure. No problems driving the car". This year, a bolt on
the assembly came loose and caused major exhaust leak". This was discovered after the turbo
was destroyed by the blown engine. New turbo installed in the car now and it runs better than it
ever has". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Display freezes and then resets itself". This is mentioned in the owners manual even
for new BMW cars. It has no idea how to navigate from point A to point B. The annual updates
are ridiculously expensive especially when you can buy a good GPS inexpensively or use your
smart phone. This is a waste of money and I never use it". Given the historic problem, they
installed a new Comm Box for free for which I was thankful. It has worked fine since. Hard to
pin-down what exactly the cause is but it happens with a variety of phones. I forget what the
problem was on the last visit, but they did some reprogramming and I think that disabled the
Bluetooth. When I hav". The GPS is outdated and almost useless". Able to pair several different
phones for use, but could not use voice commands". The dealer replaced the radio". Dealer
technician informed that the BMW were having these problems. But BMW does not accept". It
took two trips to the dealer and several days to diagnose the problem. I was given a loaner and
there was no cost to me other than inconvenience". I can't update the navigation. You have to
turn the music up real loud to get the speaker to work, and then you can turn it down. It
announces back to me words that are nowhere near anything I said. Meanwhile, I can say the
same words to my Android phone with no problem. You say call home the car responds calling
Dave. You say cancel then you say call Dave the car responds calling home. This is the worst
car we have ever owned! I could go on for days about". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
Otherwise except for normal wear and tear vehicle has been basically flawless. When a speed
sensor fails, ABS and cruise control are inoperative, and a number of warning lights check
engine, tire pressure, ABS, other brake system lights are on until the sensor is replaced.
Sensors that went out". This was the second time in 2 years it occurred. Caused ABS to shut
down, braking at times was an odd experience until repaired under warranty". Replaced front
brakes and calipers". The brakes just finally wore down. I didn't experience any braking
problems; the dealership noted the brake pads had worn down and would create problems if not
replaced soon. I went ahead and had the front pads, rotors and sensors all replaced in May I
paid a premium in order to receive the extended CPO warranty, however the min. Braking
performance was unaffected". Very expensive to fix, was not covered under warranty
maintenance, but should be". Normal wear". Caused pulsation in the peddle when applying the
brakes. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. This sent the systems for abs and cruise control off line while driving. Also it
disabled the traction control systems. Replaced and repaired under warranty". On very hot
days, the seatbelts function normally. Otherwise, the locking mechanism for safety pre-crash
locks the belts. Neither I nor the service personnel can change it back to a 12 hr mode. Due to
the fact that it was a tracking headlight it was very expensive to replace". Dealer replaced under
warranty". After a jump start and letting the car idle for 20 minutes I drove home. At 75 MPH on
the freeway the headlights started flickering on and off. Car had to be towed". Headlight points
lower than passenger side. Somewhat common problem based on internet forums. Confirmed
with disassembly. Not totally fixable without replacement light". Suggests excessive
cost-cutting by BMW. Dealer replaced but than the passenger light keeps on falling out". A solar
vehicle battery charger solved the issue. This problem does not occur in a vehicle being used a
few time per week". Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Many people think of the
3 Series as the quintessential sport sedan. The smooth and quick i is a delight to drive, with a
refined powertrain, agile handling and a firm, yet supple and controlled ride. Fit and finish are
excellent, but the cabin is snug. A stronger engine improves acceleration and still manages
good fuel economy, but seat revisions reduced comfort. There are 11 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all

Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say.
Issues were said to be sensor or software related" Tim T. Mechanic says it's a very expensive
repair and he's looking for ways to address the problem economically" Ronald W. Took about 2
months for the parts to come in" M L. Emission control devices includes EGR "Diesel emissions
system on this cars is prone to failure and expensive to fix. Took three visits to dealer to ID
problem" J Y. Build up, urea injection" Carmen C. Replaced under warranty" Billy C. To
expensive to maintain proper maintence of this Car" George S. Alternator "The alternator output
is not sufficient to keep the battery charged when the car is only driven around town. BMW
knows this and will not install alternators with sufficient output" Larre B. Two weeks later
another coil failed and we ended up replacing the rest of the coils and all spark plugs at that
time" Gretchen F. BMW repaired, said cylinder coil was bad" Karl S. Dealership dishonest"
Karen G. Recommended to replace all six at same time" Richard S. By changing the design they
were fixing an engineering defect that should have been fixed via recall" Reidy B. It cost me
several hundred dollars to have my mechanic make the repair" Robert S. Works fine now" Eric
T. Dealer replaced ignition coils under extended warranty" David G. Was told it could lead to
engine quitting while underway" Thomas L. The purchase of this vehicle has required hours of
online research, followed by hours of under the hood time" Nick-Jess M. Seemed to fix
problem" Jerome F. Recall" Bianca B. Under warranty it was no charge" Michael B. I took the
car into the dealership and they repaired it under warranty" Jane K. The repair shop did not see
any major leaks but said there must have been some sort of leak, otherwise it would have not
been hot air coming out" Anonymous, KS BMW 3 Series i 3. Air or water leaks "air leak was
caused because of a failed weather strip on the driver's side door. Not for the price we payed"
Evan T. Antifreeze leaks "a 4 year old car with less then 50K miles develops cooler leak. Second
time water pump had to be replaced" Greg W. Turned on engine and was able to continue to
garage" Bao N. We did have certified but would have been in big trouble on" Jeffrey K. Left me
and my baby girl stranded on the side of the freeway on a long trip" Walker H. All covered under
warranty, but too way too long to fix" Michelle D. Car was in the shop for a full 7 days" John C.
BMW had to replace several expensive parts over several days to get it fixed" Michael P. Due to
the car sitting and several swaps," C E. Independent mechanics have since told me that N55
engines suffer a lot of connecting rod bearing failures, but not usually at such low mileage"
Greg W. Repair done under warranty" Jerome F. No problems driving the car" Byron M. New
turbo installed in the car now and it runs better than it ever has" C E. Display screen freezes up
"Did not report to dealer yet. This is a waste of money and I never use it" Al S. When I hav"
Edward P. Able to pair several different phones for use, but could not use voice commands"
Arthur L. The dealer replaced the radio" Jean M. I was given a loaner and there was no cost to
me other than inconvenience" Peter S. Antilock system ABS "Car had extended 6 year factory
warranty. Caused ABS to shut down, braking at times was an odd experience until repaired
under warranty" Kendrick V. I like the car it is fun to drive and good looking, however, the only
main problem with it is the fact that it breaks down often and is expensive to repair. It has cost
me large amounts of money to fix it. The ac is very weak even after trying many times fixing it.
Every year I have owned my vehicle it has required some major repair. At this point the vehicle
has barely over k miles on it and it is basically on its last leg, requiring more money in repairs
than the vehicle itself is worth. Maintenance is terribly expensive and I expect better for a
European-made car. Over , miles, internal machinery engine problems start piling up. The car is
fantastic otherwise if it remains well maintained and is driven well. BMWs have a long lifespan
only if they're taken care of and given adequate attention over time. Desperate for quick and
informed advice. If possible please email me at 24minutejedi gmail. Thanks in advance! Great
steering and brakes, extremely reliable and comfortable, featuring leather seats, navigation
system and sunroof. Excellent and dependable car. Best car I have ever owned. I have owned
several BMW models, but this one is by far the very best ever. This car amazing power and
beautiful styling. Also has great aftermarket options. Have had no maintenance in the first year
of ownership. Have owned BMWs for years and this is by far the best bang for the buck so far. I
highly recommend this car over any of the lower comparable models. Go for the and you will
not be disappointed. Reliable, zippy fun drive. Low to ground for sleek navigation of high speed

open roads. Easily gets up and goes with reasonable fuel economy. Fits child seat with no
issues. Lacks trunk access from interior cabin but spacious trunk for storage and transit. Great
to start. Once over k problems started arising. I have had the car for 3 years. Mostly no issues.
Comfortable leather seating and heated. It is a dependable car until mileage picks up.
Recommend leasing vs purchasing. I am not a fan of the seats are a bit uncomfortable. A few
pieces on the interior have broken, like my main cup holder and it is in a awkward place. I also
wish it had Bluetooth for an easier hands free experience, this should come standard on all
BMW's at this point. Not a feature. Fast, accelerates really quickly to a high speed. Leather
interior. Really comfortable. Technology is a little old since there's no touch screen or
complicated Bluetooth system, but overall a great car. Maintenance of car may be high with
estimated costs of hundreds every year. My BMW is very lovely car for me. Its feel very comfort
and it also have good performance. I really like the car very much. It is the primary car in my
house. I didn't any kind of problems in my car still now. That is why I like this car very much. My
family members also love this vehicle. This car was a great buy. It is durable and has lasted 9
years now. The only issues I have is that last year, coils in my engine started to blow. This is a
very expensive fix. Once you get close to the 10 year mark you may want to consider a trade in.
My car moves when you step on the gas! It is really very efficient with gas mileage. The hard top
makes it as reliable or more than any other car but the convertible top makes it fun! The interior
and steering wheel are leather and extremely comfortable. The back seat is roomy enough for
two people to ride. The car is fast and handles very well. It is loaded with features and very
comfortable as well. It is expensive to keep up with maintenance unless you know how to work
on them as they are different than working on domestic vehicles. Buying a BMW is bound to
come with minor electrical issues. The first problem I had was with the rdc module component
which was an easy fix. Recently I had to replace the cup holder which was inexpensive via
amazon prime. I really enjoyed the feel of this vehicle as well as how the horse and motor power
and engine feel. The drive is great and the features it has is beneficial and as well as important.
Some of the problems I have is when driving at a higher speed it may start a little slower when
the Mileage increases and etc, another problem may be the space, maybe if it was more
comfortable for people with taller heights such as myself. The car drives smoothly, I love the
Bluetooth option for the car. I also enjoy the sensor that's in the car, if you get too close to
something it beeps at you. I love that the side mirror turn down when you put the car in reverse.
The seats have an extension so if you have longer legs you can pull out that and be able sit
more comfortable. The BMW 3 series has to be an amazing car! It is been my daily for over a
year. The comfort of this car is amazing, always rides so smooth, and it is really fast. I love the
black interior design as it really makes me happy to feel like I am driving with style. The 3. Even
though it is a i, no turbo is needed is you want reliability. These cars have strong engines, not
as strong as before, but still strong. The accurate design that have to make the engine fit in the
engine bay with a lot of covers makes it easier to work on these cars in my opinion. All works
well. Drive smooth with sport package. Maybe have Bluetooth will be better. No need to repair
lots of times. Sometimes will oil leak if using for a long time but do not need to spend lots of
money to repair. Front seat heated and automatic seat is so comfortable. Usually nothing be
wrong with but from time to time it is things like air will mess up lil things but the lil things cost
with the BMW. Everything on it is so expensive it is aggravating. But I mean if you actually get
the car it is the best thing ever. Even the design. If I do not have my car I miss my car it is
beautiful. My car performs very well, I like my car a lot. I have never had a problem with my car.
When BMW developed the first generation 3 series, there was an absolutely clear vision to set it
apart from others. I do not have any issues or problems with my BMW every since I got it two
years ago from a new car store. It drives just fine and is my favorite kind of car to drive over all
the other cars I have ever had in my whole entire life. The car has a powerful and efficient
engine, with sports car performance and coupe practicality, high-quality interior, convertible's
sun-reflective leather. The gas mileage is also very good, and the car brakes very well. Only con
with the vehicle is the inconsistent check lights. When I first got the car I had to replace multiple
things on it. I bought the car used with low miles, but seemed as though I am always in the
shop. I had engine bolts break and fall into the engine etc. I still really love my car. It has all the
features I want in a vehicle except for navigation. My next car will have navigation. The car is a
really great car! I have had it for about a year now and I havent really had any problems besides
regular maintenance problems. The only thing is one of the engine coils and sparks plugs
started misfiring on my way home from vacation last year and I haven't gotten the same gas
mileage since it got fixed. But other than that it is been an amazing car! Get really good gas
mileage regardless of it not being the same, it is still really good. It fits a good amount of stuff in
the trunk if you know how to pack it properly. Overall, I would say it is a pretty reliable car.
Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews.
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to Overview. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. They accelerate, turn and stop with
remarkable agility and balance, without seriously compromising comfort or common sense. The
3 Series sedans define the term sports sedan and remain an aspirational target for every luxury
automaker, from Acura to Volvo. The 3 Series comprises a range of sedans, coupes,
convertibles and wagons, with different engines, and a wide variety of options. All models share
mechanical components and similarly compact exterior dimensions. Differences lie in body
style or exterior design, though the coupe and convertible seat four passengers while the sedan
and wagon seat five. We like the top models, but we also recommend the less-expensive i
models. They have as much power as most drivers will ever need, and they deliver the same
inherent goodness and most of the key features as the models. For , all 3 Series body styles get
minor design changes. For , BMW i features a single turbo instead of a twin turbo, and a new
performance tuned twin-turbo model called the is has been added. The BMW d features a
new-age diesel engine that's as clean as any of its gasoline counterparts. Despite its improved
fuel economy, it retains the sporting character that has long defined the 3 Series line. The 3
Series cars are based on a rear-wheel-drive layout. All-wheel drive is available, however, for
improved traction in wintry conditions. BMW sells more manual transmissions in this class than
any manufacturer, and that says something about the type of drivers choosing the 3 Series.
Even the optional automatic transmission is tuned for crisp, sporty shifting. Handling response
is sharp and precise, and braking capability is best in class. The upgrade turbo six in the i is
one of the most viscerally satisfying engines in production. Exterior dimensions for all 3 Series
models are relatively compact, making them good cars for crowded city centers. All models are
distinctively styled and clearly recognizable as BMWs. The four-door sedan is the most familiar
of the 3 Series body styles, and among the most passenger friendly. The Sports Wagon adds
substantial cargo space and utility. It's great for couples or families who often bring the dog,
though it isn't available with the turbocharged engine. The i and i Convertibles might be the
sexiest 3s, with a fully automatic, one-button folding metal hardtop. The convertible seats four,
but it's not offered with all-wheel drive. The 3 Series coupes are the sportiest. The firmer sport
suspension, optional with other body styles, comes standard on the coupe, and these are the
lightest cars in the line. The shapely two-door coupe offers more sports appeal than the
four-door sedan but still has a two-place back seat and a trunk only slightly smaller than that of
the sedan. Few cars in this class can match the 3 Series for its overall balance of technology,
rationality, performance and driving pleasure. Some competitors offer more room, more power,
better mileage or maybe better interiors for less money. Aside from subjective price-value
analysis, we think the most noteworthy hitch in the 3 Series is the downside of its many
electronic gizmos. We think our favorite Bimmer is getting mucked up with too much annoying
stuff. Vinyl upholstery is standard with leather optional. All New Car Test Drive prices are
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Prices, which do not include destination charge and may
change at any time without notice. The i models come with power front seats with memory and
Logic 7 audio. Model designations are consistent across the body styles and standard
equipment is similar, though coupes and convertibles include a few more features in the base
price. The is coupe and convertible have a twin-turbo engine that makes horsepower. The is
models have equipment otherwise offered in the M Sport package, including the BMW M Sport
steering wheel, M Sport seats, an anthracite headliner, inch wheels, and stiffer engine mounts.
The Cold Weather Package adds heated seats, heated steering wheel, headlight washers, ski
sack, and in the sedan, a split-folding rear seat. The Sport Package includes sporting
suspension calibrations tuned by BMW's M performance division for the sedan, wagon and
convertible, more heavily bolstered sport seats, sport steering wheel, Shadowline exterior trim,
increased top-speed limiter, and a wheel-performance tire upgrade. Safety features include
front-impact airbags that deploy at different rates depending on the severity of impact, front
passenger side-impact airbags and full-cabin, curtain-type head protection airbags. The
convertibles add knee airbags that help keep front passengers from sliding under the seat belts.

Active safety features, designed to help the driver avoid collisions, include Dynamic Stability
Control and the latest generation antilock brakes. The ABS preloads the brake pedal when the
driver suddenly lifts off the gas pedal, and includes a feature that lightly sweeps the brake discs
dry every 1. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors
open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone.
And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you
great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Research Another Vehicle. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. There are cars we like, and then there are cars we love. Cars we like get good
reviews. Cars we love win 10Best awards. Of course, every change made to the 3 could upset,
or even destroy, its unique balance of attributes. Now BMW has released images and info on the
face-lifted 3-series coupe and convertible, which involve not just new looks, but also the i
swapping its awesome twin-turbo motor for one with just one turbo. And for , the two- and
four-door 3-series grow even further apart visually. Up front, the nose has been smoothed and
appears lower and wider, thanks to larger apertures for the trademark kidney grille and bigger
bi-xenon headlamps. Replacing the current trio of lower air intakes is a squared-off, full-width
opening with outboard fog lamps and a pair of horizontal chrome blades that, frankly, might
have been better left in the knife drawer. The rear end also adopts slick LED lighting, as well as
a new bumper, although the bumper is more sculpted, not less. New rocker panels and side
mirrors round out the exterior changes. The nose job and butt lift add roughly an inch and a half
of overall length, rendering the coupe and convertible the longest 3-series models ever,
measuring about three and a half inches longer than the sedan. Inside, the models bear no
changes of consequence, other than newly designed and still-optional steering-wheel shift
paddles for models equipped with automatic transmissions. Given how well-executed the
intimate cabin of the 3-series is, no news is good news. Mechanically, the entry-level i coupes
and convertibles are carry-overs, with their shared 3. Bigger changes, however, were made to
the zesty i and its sweet, turbocharged BMW six. But with an eye on rising emissions and
fuel-economy mandates around the world, BMW designed the new N55, dismissing the tag-team
turbos in favor a single, twin-scroll turbocharger that BMW claims is even quicker to spool than
the twin setup. The N55 engine also serves up the same lb-ft of torque, but starts doing so revs
lower, at rpm, and max torque is on tap all the way through rpm. Redline is rpm. The i sedan
also will switch to the N55 as soon as production of the coupes begins. As with the i, the i will
be offered with a choice of six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmissions. But BMW
will continue to make xDrive all-wheel drive available on all 3-series coupes. No matter the
transmission or to how many wheels the power is delivered, every i promises to be plenty
quick: BMW estimates that the manual-equipped rear-wheel-drive i coupe can accelerate to 60
mph in 5. Add another 0. We expect to squeeze similar numbers from the model. So after all that
reengineering, how much fuel will be saved? Disappointingly, BMW had no specifics, saying
only that the N55 indeed is both cleaner-burning and more fuel-efficient than its predecessor. A
significant improvement in fuel economy fo
youtube essential craftsman
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r the i, then, could virtually erase any fuel-economy advantage currently held by the i. Wrapped
in the new body but powered by a pumped-up version of the N54 twin-turbo with about hp, the
is is rumored to get sporty body adornments, a choice of seven-speed dual-clutch automated
manual or six-speed manual transmissions, and steering and chassis hardware mods. Complete
details on this sportiest of all non-M 3-series are days away, so check back soon for details.
New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View
Photos. More Choices than Ever As with the i, the i will be offered with a choice of six-speed
manual or six-speed automatic transmissions. Another Happy Ending? This content is created
and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Geneva Auto Show.

